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ABSTRACT: We review recent progress in theory and ab initio simulations of
collective dynamics in molten salts. Main focus is made on the dispersion of
nonhydrodynamic optic-like excitations. A concept of “bare” propagating modes is used
for the analysis of polarization effects on the dispersion of longitudinal optic modes.
Ab initio molecular dynamics in combination with the generalized modes approach is
used for consistent calculations of collective excitations spectra in molten NaI, LiF, and
RbF. © 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J Quantum Chem 110: 38–45, 2010
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1. Introduction

T heoretical treatment of collective dynamics in
liquids is a complicated problem because of the

existence of different time scales of microscopic pro-
cesses. Only on macroscopic spatial and temporal
scales one can obtain correct analytical expressions
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for time correlation functions Fij(k, t) with i, j cor-
responding to conserved quantities for sufficiently
small wavenumbers k and large times. It is impor-
tant that within such approach one can estimate
the origin of the leading long-time processes con-
tributing to the shape of Fij(k, t) and corresponding
spectral functions, known as dynamical structure
factors Sij(k, ω) with ω being frequency, some of
which can be measured in the X-ray or neutron scat-
tering experiments [1]. For the case of binary liquids
and molten salts, in particular, four hydrodynamic
equations reflect in fact the local conservation laws
and describe only the dynamical processes on large
spatial and temporal scales comparing with average
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interatomic distance and characteristic molecular
time, i.e., when the liquids are treated as contin-
uum without any details of their atomic structure.
Beyond the hydrodynamic region, where usually
are located the wavenumbers available in scatter-
ing experiments and computer molecular dynamics
(MD) experiments, the short-time processes with
finite lifetime and a spatial scale of order of 10 Å
become very important and can significantly con-
tribute to the shape of dynamical structure factors.
Therefore, a lot of efforts have been made to derive
analytical expressions for the hydrodynamic time
correlation functions (in particular, for the density-
density time correlation function Fnn(k, t)) that gen-
eralize the known hydrodynamic results and could
be used beyond the hydrodynamic region. However,
there is still a lack of clear understanding of the mech-
anisms of spectra formation in binary liquids. In
general, there are just a few analytical studies in the
literature, which would provide analytical expres-
sions for dispersion laws of collective excitations in
binary liquid systems. The most advanced theoreti-
cal results for the collective modes in binary liquids
were obtained within the viscoelastic approxima-
tion of the memory function formalism [2, 3] and by
the generalized collective modes (GCM) approach
[4, 5]. The viscoelastic approximation in general is
valid for quite large wavenumbers and in the long-
wavelength limit is based on some assumptions for
relevant correlation times.

In this work, we study collective dynamics in
binary liquids using an approach of generalized
hydrodynamics known as the method of GCM [4–6],
in which the collective excitations in liquids are
defined as the poles of relevant Green functions.
The main feature of this approach is the existence of
so-called kinetic collective excitations, which have
finite lifetime and together with generalized hydro-
dynamic excitations contribute to the shape of the
density-density time correlation functions Fnn(k, t)
beyond the hydrodynamic region. As the GCM
approach takes into account the mode coupling
effects in local approximation, i.e., interaction of
hydrodynamic and kinetic excitations with the same
wavenumber k, one can obtain very precious infor-
mation about the dispersion law and the damping
of collective excitations studied within an analytical
treatment of different models in the GCM approach.
For the case of binary liquids, the GCM approach
permitted to obtain correct analytical expressions for
the long-wavelength asymptotes of dispersion and
damping of the transverse [7] and longitudinal [8]
optic-like excitations.

The generalized hydrodynamic models within
the GCM approach were successfully applied to
analysis of time correlation functions derived in clas-
sical MD simulations of pure and binary liquids, and
molten salts in particular [9, 10]. To date, such an
analysis is perhaps one of the most precise methods
of estimation of leading wavenumber-dependent
contributions to the time correlation functions of
binary liquids, providing the precision of at least
fourth frequency moments of partial dynamic struc-
ture factors. With the development of ab initio MD
simulations, it became possible to estimate from the
first principles the dispersion and damping of collec-
tive excitations in molten metals, alloys, and molten
salts. However, so far only the simplest methodolo-
gies of spectra estimation such as analysis of peak
positions of partial spectral functions or fit to the
hydrodynamic expressions were used in combina-
tion with ab initio MD simulations. In this report,
we aimed to show that it is possible to apply more
precise methods of ab initio estimation of spectra
of collective excitations in liquids such as the GCM
approach. This is especially important for the case
of molten salts, because, namely, ab initio simu-
lations can correctly reproduce polarization effects
without any constraints on effective charges and
high-frequency dielectric permittivity.

The remaining article is organized as follows: in
the next section we give some general remarks on the
GCM approach and details of our MD simulations; in
Section 3, an analytical solution of a simplified four-
variable dynamical model of binary liquids is given
and discussed; results of ab initio molecular dynam-
ics and GCM analysis of time correlation functions
are given in Section 4; and in the last section, we
summarize the results of this study.

2. Method

2.1. GENERALIZED COLLECTIVE
MODES APPROACH

The GCM approach consists in solving of the gen-
eralized Langevin equation in matrix form in terms
of dynamical collective eigenmodes of the liquid
system. In fact, it is a parameter-free analysis of
MD-derived time correlation functions by estimat-
ing dynamical collective eigenmodes in the liquid
as the eigenvalues of generalized hydrodynamic
matrix T(k), defined in Markovian approximation as
follows [4, 11]:

T(k) = F(k, t = 0)F̃−1(k, z = 0), (1)
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where F(k, t) is the matrix of time correlation func-
tions Fij(k, t) = 〈Ai(k, 0)A∗

j (k, t)〉 constructed on a
chosen basis set of Nv dynamical variables A(Nv)(k, t),
and F̃(k, z) is its Laplace transform. The most gen-
eral basis set of dynamical variables consists of the
hydrodynamic variables and their time derivatives,
which are supposed to describe correctly short-time
processes. The time evolution of all dynamical vari-
ables can be obtained in MD simulations with the
purpose of parameter-free estimation of elements of
the matrix F(k, t). All the extended dynamical vari-
ables are usually generated as the n-th time deriva-
tive of partial current or energy density and can be
obtained in analytical form and simply calculated
from MD data.

The hydrodynamic variables of partial densities,
total current density, and other relevant extended
variables are sampled in MD to calculate matrix
elements of the generalized hydrodynamic matrix
T(k) (1). The eigenvalues of T(k) obtained at differ-
ent wavenumbers formed the spectra of collective
excitations.

Within the GCM method, there is no need to adopt
some approximations for the higher order mem-
ory functions, because the dynamical correlations
between different microscopic processes are incor-
porated in the theory via the generalized relaxation
times associated with different kinds of hydrody-
namic correlations in the system:

τij(k) = 1
Fij(k, 0)

∫ ∞

0
Fij(k, t)dt, (2)

where Fij(k, t) are the relevant hydrodynamic time
correlation functions. The equivalence of the cor-
relation times τij(k) for MD-derived time correla-
tion functions and their GCM replicas generates
additional sum rules in our theoretical scheme [4].
Besides, the GCM replicas of corresponding time cor-
relation functions can be represented in the separable
form:

F(Nv)

ij (k, t) =
Nv∑
α=1

Gα
ij(k)e−zα(k)t, (3)

where each term corresponds to a separated contri-
bution from the collective mode zα(k).

2.2. AB INITIO MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

The ab initio simulations of NaI at 1080 K and
numerical density n = 0.021 Å−3, LiF at 1282 K and

n = 0.0803 Å−3, and RbF at 1115 K and n = 0.0331
Å−3 were performed on Born–Oppenheimer surface
(by the VASP package) having a collection of 150
particles for each molten salt. In all simulations a
cubic box with the periodic boundary conditions and
the NVT ensemble were used. The simulations for
NaI, LiF, and RbF were performed with the gener-
alized gradient approximation in Perdew–Wang-91
formulation [12], the electron-ion interactions were
represented by the Kresse–Hafner ultrasoft pseu-
dopotentials [13], and the highest default cut-off
energy for them was used. Electronic density was
constructed using a single �-point in Brillouin zone.
The time step was 1.5 fs, and each configuration
was saved for subsequent calculations of statistic
averages. The number of configurations used for
the estimation of static and time correlation func-
tions ranged from 36,000 (for NaI) up to 51,700 (for
LiF), that is much larger numbers, than the usu-
ally reported in ab initio simulations of liquids. This
resulted in very well converged tails of the time cor-
relation functions, which is needed for the estimation
of the relevant correlation times within the GCM
approach. In Figure 1, we show the partial density
autocorrelation functions for molten LiF at three dif-
ferent wavenumbers. One can see that even for small
wavenumbers the partial density-density time corre-
lation functions decay to zero within ∼8 ps, and the
tails of the partial density-density time correlation
are well converged.

For the estimation of polarization effects, addi-
tional classical molecular dynamics simulations
were performed with the rigid-ion Tosi-Fumi model
(similar as in Ref. [10]) at the same thermodynamic
points.

3. “Bare” Propagating Modes in
Binary Liquid Systems

In contrast to ideal crystals, where the phonons
have formally infinite lifetime in harmonic approx-
imation, the collective excitations in liquids always
have some damping coefficients, which define their
lifetime. However, in the case of liquid systems it
is still very useful to perform initially an analysis
of the dispersion law on the basis of simple ana-
lytical expressions for a reference dispersion law of
collective excitations, obtained exactly within some
simplified dynamical models. This dispersion law
corresponds to the so-called “bare” collective modes.
On the next step one can estimate the changes in the
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FIGURE 1. Partial density autocorrelation functions for
molten LiF at 1282 K for three wavenumbers. The
well-converged tails of time correlation functions enabled
to obtain the wavenumber-dependent correlation times
(2), which are the input quantities in the parameter-free
GCM approach. The time unit τ is equal to 0.217 ps.

dispersion of collective modes caused by the cou-
pling effects with some relaxation processes. Such
a scheme was successfully applied in a study of
structural relaxation in pure liquids [14], where the
coupling of the nonhydrodynamic structural relax-
ation process with the “bare” hydrodynamic sound
mode led to a “positive dispersion” of the sound
branch. For the case of molten salts the “bare” collec-
tive modes are of special interest, because namely the
“bare” frequencies of longitudinal (LO) and trans-
verse (TO) optic modes should enter a sum rule for
ionic melts [15], which corresponds to the Lyddane–
Sachs–Teller relation known for ionic crystals [16].
This sum rule reads

[
ω0

LO(k = 0)
]2 − [

ω0
TO(k = 0)

]2 = ω2
p =

∑
ν

4πnνz2
νe2

mν

,

(4)

where ωp is the plasma frequency, nν , mν , and zν are
the number density, atomic mass, and ionic charge
of the corresponding species.

A simplified model of collective dynamics in
binary liquids was suggested in Ref. [17]. This
dynamical model can be called as an “elastic” one
because it does not take into account directly the slow
thermal and mutual diffusion processes in liquid;
however, some microscopic quantities connecting
with the forces acting on particles (and therefore
reflecting elastic properties) are present explicitly. In
this case, the basis set of dynamical variables for the
longitudinal dynamics includes four variables

A(4)(k, t) = {
JL
α(k, t), JL

β(k, t), J̇L
α(k, t), J̇L

β(k, t)
}
, (5)

where the pair of indices {α, β} corresponds to two
orthogonal currents, so that 〈JαJβ〉 = 0, and the over-
dots mean the first time derivatives of the relevant
dynamical variables. It is convenient to consider as
such pairs of orthogonal currents the partial mass
currents

Jα(k, t) = 1√
N

Nα∑
i=1

mαvi,α(t)eikri,α(t), α = A, B, (6)

or the linear combinations of partial currents
that describe the total mass Jt(k, t) and mass-
concentration Jx(k, t) currents [17]. In (6) the ri,α and
vi,α are the position and velocity of the i-th particle
in the α-th species. The generalized kinetic matrix
T(4)(k) is easily obtained for the basis set A(4)(k, t),
introduced above. One has

T(4)(k) =




0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

T31(k) T32(k) 0 0
T41(k) T42(k) 0 0


 , (7)

with the matrix elements

T31(k) = fJ̇α J̇α

fJα Jα
, T32(k) = fJ̇α J̇β

fJβ Jβ

,

T41(k) = fJ̇β J̇α

fJα Jα
, T42(k) = fJ̇β J̇β

fJβ Jβ

where

fAB(k) = 〈A(k)B(−k)〉

are the static correlators between corresponding
dynamical variables. For the generalized kinetic
matrix (7), it is straightforward to obtain the
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FIGURE 2. Concentration–concentration static structure factors for molten NaI and RbF, obtained from the ab initio
(AIMD) and classical MD with rigid-ion model. The long-wavelength asymptotes are shown in the right frames.

eigenvalues that correspond to two pairs of prop-
agating collective modes:

z0
1 = ±i

[
1
2
(T31 + T42) − 1

2

√
(T31 − T42)2 + 4T32T41

] 1
2

≡ ±iω0
1(k),

z0
2 = ±i

[
1
2
(T31 + T42) + 1

2

√
(T31 − T42)2 + 4T32T41

] 1
2

≡ ±iω0
2(k). (8)

Note that these complex-conjugated eigenvalues are
purely imaginary, i.e., they describe the propagating
excitations without damping, because all the dissi-
pation mechanisms are neglected in the actual elastic
approximation. Nonzero damping coefficients (real
parts of eigenvalues in the GCM approach) appear
when the coupling of these “bare” propagating
modes with relaxation processes in liquids, con-
nected with diffusion, ionic conductivity, structural
relaxation, etc. is taken into account. The expres-
sions (8) describe the dispersion of two branches
of “bare” collective excitations and can be used for
both cases of orthogonal currents considered. It is

important that in the whole range of wavenum-
bers such a dynamical model takes into account
in appropriate way the effects of cross-correlations
between the two propagating processes. We have to
mention here that the analytical expressions (8) for
“bare” collective modes, obtained within the GCM
approach, yield identical results with the intuitive
approach, based on the diagonalization of a matrix
of second frequency moments of the partial current
spectral functions, applied in [18] for the estimation
of dispersion of collective excitations in a metallic
glass.

4. Optic-Like Collective Excitations
in Molten Salts

To estimate the effect of electron shell deforma-
bility, correctly reflected in the ab initio molec-
ular dynamics simulations, on the optic-like col-
lective modes in molten salts, we compared the
static structure factors with those, obtained in
classical MD simulations for rigid-ion model.
We are mainly interested in the long-wavelength
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asymptotes of the concentration–concentration struc-
ture factors Scc(k) = 〈nc(k)nc(−k)〉 with

nc(k, t) = 1
2
[n+(k, t) − n−(k, t)],

which should tend in the long-wavelength limit as
[19]

Scc(k)|k→0 ∼ εkBT
4πne2

k2, (9)

where ε describes the effects of bare charge screen-
ing due to the electron shell deformability, n and
e correspond to number density of the system and
the elementary charge, respectively. It is clear that
for the rigid-ion model one has ε = 1, while in
ab initio molecular dynamics the effects of electron
cloud deformability are taken into account explic-
itly. Hence, by comparing both long-wavelength
asymptotes one can estimate the value of ε sim-
ply by taking the ratio of the coefficients of k2

terms, because the density and temperature in the
ab initio and rigid-ion simulations were identical
for all the molten salts considered in this study. In
Figure 2 we show the concentration–concentration
structure factors for NaI and RbF, obtained from
the classical and ab initio simulations. Note that the
short-wavelength asymptote for the Scc(k) is 0.25. On
the right frames of Figure 2 one can see the corre-
sponding long-wavelength asymptotes of calculated
structure factors Scc(k), which permit estimation
of the high-frequency dielectric permittivity ε. The
obtained values of ε and corresponding experimen-
tal data for the high-frequency dielectric permittivity
of ionic crystals are shown in Table 1. The estimated
values of ε for NaCl [17], LiF, and RbF are in very
good agreement with the high-frequency dielectric
permittivity of corresponding ionic crystals, while
for the case of molten NaI we obtained a discrepancy

TABLE I
Experimental data for high-frequency dielectric
permittivity of ionic crystals [16] and values ε

obtained in ab initio molecular dynamics studies for
four molten salts.

System Exp. AIMD

NaCl [17] 2.20 2.22
NaI 3.01 3.59
LiF 1.93 1.95
RbF 1.93 1.95

FIGURE 3. Dispersion (top frame) and damping
(bottom frame) of collective excitations (line-connected
symbols “plus” and “cross”) in molten NaI at 1080 K,
obtained for the set of dynamical variables (10) on the
basis of ab initio simulations. The high- and
low-frequency branches correspond to the optic and
acoustic modes in long-wavelength region. Dispersion of
“bare” collective modes qualitatively reproduces the
k -dependence of the branches of collective excitations.
Because of the polarization effects, the “bare” frequency
of optic-like modes is softened in comparison with the
rigid-ion case.

of ∼15% in comparison with the case of crystal, that
perhaps is the consequence of large polarizability of
mainly I− ions, which contain eight electrons in the
outer shell and are much larger than the other stud-
ied here anions. It is also possible that in the melt the
polarizability of ions can be larger than in the crystal;
however, this needs to be verified by independent
calculations. Here, we would also like to remind
that the molten salts are ionic conductors, but elec-
tronic insulators, i.e., the static dielectric permittivity
in molten salts is formally infinite.

The polarization effects essentially affect the dis-
persion of optic-like branch in the long-wavelength
region. This can be clearly seen in Figure 3 by com-
paring the “bare” frequencies of collective modes
for molten NaI, obtained from classical rigid-ion
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FIGURE 4. Dispersion (top frame) and damping
(bottom frame) of collective excitations in molten LiF at
1282 K, obtained for the set of dynamical variables (10)
on the basis of ab initio simulations.

simulations (RI) and ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD). The perfect match of low-frequency “bare”
modes from both simulations makes evidence that
there were no essential size effects from different MD
boxes used in classical and ab initio simulations. It
is well seen in Figure 3 that only the high-frequency
branch softens in the region k < 1 Å−1, which can
be ascribed to the screening of the inner electric field
of moving in the opposite direction ions Na and I
by polarization of the electronic density. The “bare”
modes qualitatively correctly reproduce the disper-
sion of both high- and low-frequency branches of
collective excitations zj(k) = σj(k) + iωj(k), which
were obtained on the six-variable set of dynamical
variables

A(6)(k, t)

= {
n+(k, t), n−(k, t), JL

+(k, t), JL
−(k, t), J̇L

+(k, t), J̇L
−(k, t)

}
,

(10)

that corresponds to the viscoelastic treatment of col-
lective dynamics. Completely in agreement with the
concept of “bare” collective modes, we found the
reduction of the “bare” frequencies due to coupling

with the slow relaxation processes, represented by
the fluctuations of partial number densities in the
basis set A(6)(k, t). The collective excitations have
obtained nonzero damping σj(k), shown in the bot-
tom frame of Figure 3.

The spectra of collective excitations in molten LiF
at 1282 K and RbF at 1115 K are shown in Figures 4
and 5. The propagating modes were obtained within
the same six-variable viscoelastic model A(6)(k, t) on
the basis of our ab initio simulations. Essentially
higher frequencies of the optic-like mode in LiF
in comparison with molten NaI are due to much
smaller atomic mass of salt components. The rigid-
ion simulations of molten LiF were reported in [9].
Here, we can mention that the frequency of long-
wavelength optic modes for LiF has softened from
∼135 ps−1 for the rigid ions down to ∼110 ps −1 due
to the electron polarization effects.

The damping of collective excitations, which in
the GCM approach corresponds to the real part of
complex-conjugated eigenvalues, is shown in the
bottom frames of Figures 4 and 5. Similar, as in
the case of NaI the damping of the high-frequency

FIGURE 5. Dispersion (top frame) and damping
(bottom frame) of collective excitations in molten RbF at
1115 K, obtained for the set of dynamical variables (10)
on the basis of ab initio simulations.
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branches is higher, than the damping of acoustic exci-
tations. The low-frequency branch has the maximum
of damping right at the locations of the roton-like
minima in dispersion curves. In the long-wavelength
region, the damping of nonhydrodynamic optic-
like modes tend to nonzero values, which means
finite lifetimes on macroscopic spatial scales, i.e., the
nonhydrodynamic modes do not survive on macro-
scopic distances in contrast to acoustic excitations.

5. Summary

We reported a combination of analytical and
ab initio study of dispersion and damping of col-
lective modes in molten salts. The analysis of dis-
persion of “bare” collective modes and comparison
of their frequencies with the rigid-ion calculations
permits to observe clearly the effects of ion polariza-
tion on the dispersion curves of collective modes.
The longitudinal optic-like branch softens due to
electronic density polarization, which can be quite
correctly reproduced by the ab initio molecular
dynamics, as it was shown on the example of esti-
mation of high-frequency dielectric permittivity of
molten salts. The theoretical approach used in this
study permits to estimate the spectra of general-
ized hydrodynamic as well as nonhydrodynamic
collective excitations. These modes contribute with
different weights, which can be also estimated within
the GCM approach, to the time correlation functions
obtained in ab initio molecular dynamics, that is very
important for the explanation of experimental IXS
intensities measured recently for molten NaCl [20],
NaI [21], LiF (Pontecorvo, unpublished), and RbF
(Masciovecchio, private communication).
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